Introduction
In order to determine false-positive read assignment rates for the tested species, in 156 particular the closely related cattle-buffalo, chicken-turkey and goat-sheep, we 157 created in silico datasets of different proportions of reads for each species with the 158 corresponding related species being absent. To this end, we used whole-genome 159 shotgun datasets from the SRA (SRR8588004, SRR9663406, SRR8442931, 160 SRR8560982, SRR6470934) and performed data pre-processing as described for 161 the reference sausages. For each species, proportions of 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75 and 162 100 % were extracted using the reformat tool from the BBMap suite [23] and 163 complemented to 1 mio reads with the non-related plant species rice (accession 164 number: NC_008394.4). For the cattle-buffalo species pair, we only inspected the 165 false-positive rate of buffalo assignments given a cattle ingredient, as the opposite 166 direction is irrelevant to food safety inspections in our opinion. To investigate the 167 effect of sequence read length on false positive mapping, all generated datasets 168 were trimmed using the reformat tool to a length of 50, 100 and 150 bp, respectively.
169
Subsequent AFS analyses were performed as described above with 3 mapping 170 rounds (accepting max. 2 mismatches) against buffalo, cattle, chicken, goat, horse, 171 pork, sheep and turkey genomes.
Their meat components were sampled, homogenized and the extracted DNA the measured values of goat and sheep are slightly higher than expected for a matrix 187 consisting almost only of cattle. We therefore cannot rule out that small amounts of 188 sheep and goat material were indeed present in these doner samples, allegedly 189 caused by the presence of cheese matrices or due to unknown circumstances during 
